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Mechanics of Rating

The following procedures are to be used for rating papers in the Comprehensive
Examination in English. More detailed directions for the organization of the rating
process and procedures for rating the examination are included in the Information
Booklet for Administering and Scoring the Comprehensive Examination in English.

Scoring of Multiple-Choice Questions

Indicate by means of a checkmark each incorrect or omitted answer to multiple-
choice questions on the Session One answer sheet; do not place a checkmark beside
a correct answer. Use only red ink or red pencil. In the box provided under each
part, record the number of questions the student answered correctly for that part.
Transfer the number of correct answers for the Part A and Part B multiple-choice
questions to the appropriate spaces in the box in the upper right corner of each stu-
dent’s SESSION ONE answer sheet.

Session One
Correct Answers
Part A Part B
(1)  4 (7)  3
(2)  1 (8)  4
(3)  3 (9)  1
(4)  2 (10)  2
(5)  4 (11)  3
(6)  3 (12)  4

(13)  3
(14)  1
(15)  1
(16)  2
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Rating of Essays

(1) Follow your school’s procedures for training for rating.  This process should include:
Introduction to the task—
• Raters read the task and summarize its purpose, audience, and format
• Raters read passage(s) and plan own response to task
• Raters share response plans and summarize expectations for student responses

Introduction to the rubric and anchor papers—
• Trainer reviews rubric with reference to the task
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning scores
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary

(Note: Anchor papers are ordered from high to low within each score level.)

Practice scoring individually—
• Raters score a set of five papers individually
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until raters feel confident enough to move

on to actual scoring

(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a
student’s essay on the rating sheet provided, not directly on the student’s essay or
answer sheet.  Do not correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any
kind.

(3) Each essay must be rated by at least two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve
scores that differ by more than one point.  The scoring coordinator will be responsible
for coordinating the movement of papers, calculating a final score for each student’s
essay, and recording that information on the student’s answer paper for Session One.
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COMPREHENSIVE ENGLISH — SESSION ONE — continued





Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 6 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 6 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 6 – A

[6]

Anchor Level 6–A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Reveals an in-depth analysis of the speech through a thorough discussion of the threats to

survival of the leatherback turtle and the scientific intervention being used to preserve the
species. The response makes insightful connections between information and ideas in the
speech and the task (the research could not have been done without funding and This
knowledge, gained through technology, needs continued funding).

Development Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of specific details
to discuss the situation of the leatherback turtle, the use of technology, and the need for
research and funding (Without this funding, the hopes of other species being aided …
seems impossible).

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the funding for the preservation of
endangered species. The response exhibits a logical and coherent structure, moving from
the need for funding technological research, to examples of how this process has been
working with the leatherback turtles, then concluding with a reiteration of the need for
continued funding. Skillful use of appropriate devices and transitions is evident
throughout (On the half-mile stretch … though, and Here on this beach).

Language Use Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (It is ironic that,
although and obstacles on the high seas), with a notable sense of voice (I am appealing)
and an awareness of audience and purpose (Only through the funding … can substantial
information … aid … other animals). Sentence structure and length are varied to enhance
meaning, as evident in the conclusion.

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors.

Conclusion:  Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 6 – B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 6 – B
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 Anchor Level 6-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Reveals an in-depth analysis of the speech, discussing the research conducted in Playa

Grande, and the resulting effects on the preservation of the leatherback turtle. The
response makes meaningful connections between the speech and the task arguing that if
funding … can continue, the possibilities are endless.

Development Develops ideas clearly and fully, effectively using a wide range of details from the
speech. The response discusses the turtle as endangered, citing the decrease in
population and threats to its survival, then elaborates on various methods of
technological research used in its preservation (ultrasound, microchip, Internet); although
the information is not attributed to Peter Tyson.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the advances in technology that are greatly
benefitting scientific research on endangered animals. The response exhibits a logical
structure, first introducing the leatherback turtle, then discussing its study, followed by
what the future can produce, making skillful use of transitions (Currently, the Internet is
being used … providing an inexpensive way).

Language Use Uses language that is fluent and original (involving newly emerging technology, to nest
again, researchers’ disposal, ways to safeguard the species would undoubtedly develop)
with an evident awareness of audience and purpose. The response varies sentence
structure and length to control rhythm and pacing (Recent studies...have helped...and are
allowing scientists to encourage policies which will help...avoid extinction). However,
occasionally sentences lack parallelism and modifiers are awkwardly sequenced (causing
them to choke).

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling
(fisherman for “fishermen”) and capitalization (Leatherback).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6, although it is somewhat
weaker in language and conventions.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – A
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Anchor Level 5-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a thorough understanding of the speech by discussing the plight of the

leatherback turtle and the need for advanced technology to preserve the species. The
response makes explicit connections to the task, citing public policy changes resulting
from the turtle research as an example of what can be done (If advanced technology can
help one species so much, couldn’t it also be beneficial to other endangered species).

Development Develops ideas clearly and consistently, using a wide range of specific details to
elaborate on the rapid decrease of the leatherback turtle population, the threats to their
survival, and the technology used to aid in their conservation.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the problems faced by the leatherback turtle
and the ways technological research is ensuring its survival. The response generally
demonstrates a logical progression, from the description of the leatherback turtle, to a
plea for funding for the use of technology in saving endangered animals, although some
internal inconsistency appears in paragraph 5 (Scientists have proposed the identification
of baby turtles). Appropriate transitions are used (According to, What was once, Recently)
to help maintain fluency and coherence, though the sentence concerning the tape
measure is misplaced.

Language Use Uses language that is fluent and original with evident awareness of audience and purpose
as demonstrated by the use of the rhetorical question Why are the … extinction? and in
the concluding request for funding. The response varies sentence structure and length,
moving skillfully from simple to complex sentences, to control rhythm and pacing.

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation
(turtles ovaries), parallelism (to protect the … nesting ground, and … restrictive), and
grammar (to protected).

Conclusion:  Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 –B
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Anchor Level 5–B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a thorough understanding of the speech, discussing the situation of the

leatherback turtle as an endangered species. The response makes clear and explicit
connections between the speech and the task (Although you may think that technology
has nothing to do with animal conservation, I will bring to your attention a case I know
of when it did).

Development Develops ideas surrounding the current problems facing the leatherback turtles and their
possible solutions clearly and consistently, emphasizing the technology involved. The
response makes effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific details from the text
(the species is close to extinction, With this advanced technology … scientists have been
able to answer some very important questions, Plans to use satelites … have begun,
Internet web-pages are being constructed), but does not attribute ideas to a speech by
Peter Tyson.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the connection between technology and
animal conservation. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, moving from the
identification of issues (technology can help to control and reduce indangered species) to
their subsequent possible solutions (For example, with the use of the microchip …
boating restrictions can be proposed). Transitions are used effectively throughout (Along
with the use of this technology and draw your attention to July 1995). The succinct
conclusion restates the initial thesis.

Language Use Uses language that is fluent and original (The battle against extinction is far from over)
with an evident awareness of audience and purpose, though sometimes imprecise (From
the technology used, scientists have also been able to discover, The use of ultra-sound on
these leatherback turtles is so beneficial, extinction rate). The response exhibits some
confusion in voice (a group of my colleagues and I need funds). Effective use is made of
sentence structure with compound, complex, and simple sentences controlling rhythm
and pacing.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control of the conventions, exhibiting errors in spelling (indangered,
steeling, satelites) and punctuation that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
weaker in language and conventions.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – C
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 5 – C
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Anchor Level 5-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a through understanding of the speech, discussing the ways in which

technological research is contributing to the leatherback turtle’s survival. The response
makes clear and explicit connections to the task, discussing the role of technology in the
turtle’s preservation to support a request for more funding … to reverse the threat of
extinction of many different species.

Development Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response describes some research
procedures, using specific details from the speech (ultrasound and microchip), and
elaborates on the resulting conservation efforts. However, while the response mentions
blood samples, ultra sounds of the  … ovaries , and the internet, their uses are not
explained, and the threats to the turtles’ survival are not addressed.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the use of technology in saving endangered
animals. The response  generally exhibits a logical sequence through the use of internal
transitions (Because of this and This was all due to). However, the introduction of
paragraph 4 (Another technological device) does not flow logically from the preceding
paragraph, and  the abrupt introduction of Scott Eckert appears out of context.

Language Use Uses language that is fluent and original (efforts aimed, decipher, fast depleting) with an
evident awareness of audience and purpose (you … will see that it is imperative). The
response varies length and structure of sentences to control rhythm and pacing, as
demonstrated in the introduction.

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling
(emphasied), capitalization, and agreement (each with their).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
weaker in development and organization.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level  4 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 4 – A
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Anchor Level 4-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech, presenting Tyson’s information to illustrate

the studies being done to preserve endangered species. The response makes mostly
implicit connections to the task; however, in the conclusion, a clear connection is made,
citing the results of the efforts of scientists at Playa Grande and then using this
information to make a plea for funding to save many more endangered species.

Development Develops some ideas more fully than others. For example, the reasons for the decline in
the leatherback sea turtle population and the importance of informing the public through
the internet are elaborated using specific details from the speech, while the result of
inserting a microchip into the shoulder of every turtle is developed through an
overstatement (This study led to boating and fishing being restricted).

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the use of technological equipment to study
endangered species. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas,  occasionally
using appropriate devices and transitions within paragraphs (the population … has gone
down …. Some causes for this drop) and between paragraphs (Are these products really
necessary … Most scientists do not feel this way).

Language Use Uses appropriate language (As the world approaches, constructed on their beaches, there
are additional ways to help this species) with an awareness of audience and purpose. The
response attempts to use a variety of sentence structures, including rhetorical questions,
but with uneven success.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (dilemna,
provacative, fisherman for “fishermen”, Commitee), agreement (scientists to investigates
and causes...is) and proofreading (led to … government to set up) that do not hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level  4 – B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 4 – B
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Anchor Level 4-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech, discussing the importance of the research

conducted on the leatherback sea turtle. The response makes implicit connections to the
task (Funding from you, the committee is very important).

Development Develops some ideas, such as the declining population of the leatherback sea turtles and
the ways to protect these turtles from the threats posed by humans, using specific details
from the speech, while other ideas are less well developed. For example, the research
being conducted on Playa Grande is limited to a single detail (ultrasound is done on each
nesting mother) and the Ecology, Physiology, and Behavior of the leatherback is
mentioned but not developed.

Organization Establishes an appropriate focus on saving endangered animals, but then narrows this
focus to soliciting funding for sea turtle research. The response exhibits a rudimentary
structure consisting of a brief introduction, a lengthy second paragraph containing several
ideas that do not always flow logically, and a brief conclusion that addresses the
committee.

Language Use Uses appropriate language (Information … is now evident) with some awareness of
audience (I hope that my information persuades you), although the direct requests for
conservation efforts reveals some confusion in purpose (One thing that you could do is
prevent people from raiding nests, building houses … over nests … harpooning them …
and littering). The response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure and
length.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (anymore for “any
more”), punctuation (comma omission), paragraphing, and usage (going extinct) that do
not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat
weaker in organization.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 4 – C
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 4 – C
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level  4 – C

[27]

Anchor Level 4-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech, citing Peter Tyson’s experience in Playa

Grande, threats to the leatherback turtle‘s survival, and technological procedures used in
its preservation. Connections to the task are mostly implicit (If we had more funding …
think of how much more we could learn), but occasionally unclear (His story   The
Passage   was very informative).

Development Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response describes technological
testing being done on the turtles, explains the ways their existence is threatened, and
suggests ways extended technology could yield more information, using specific and
relevant details from the speech. However, the use of the microchip tag is not fully
explained, and changes in public policy resulting from research are not addressed.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the need for funding for the use of technology
in saving endangered animals. The response generally follows a logical sequence of
ideas, but contains some internal inconsistency and transitions are occasionally abrupt or
repetitive (The biggest problem is, I think, I also think).

Language Use Uses language that is basic (coming back any time soon and They do this so when) with
an awareness of audience evident in the salutation and opening paragraph. The response
relies on numerous sentences beginning with or including the pronoun they, which lack
a clear antecedent.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting errors in spelling (Commitee and writting),
comma usage, grammar (lying for “laying” ), and pronoun reference (Informing people is
the best way to protect them) that  do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion:  Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat
weaker in language use.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 3 – A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 3 – A

[29]

Anchor Level 3-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech, discussing the situation of the leatherback

turtles. The response makes superficial connections between the speech and task,
appealing to the committee in the first sentence, and later explaining that the many
questions … still to be answered … must wail until further breakthroughs of technology;
however, the response concentrates almost entirely on the problems facing the
leatherback turtle.

Development Briefly develops ideas about the leatherback turtle, discussing the population decline and
its causes, using some details from the text, although references are occasionally vague
(killed by items such as plastic garbage) or unjustified (harpoon them confusing them
with jellyfish). The use of technology in saving endangered species, and the need for
more funding are mentioned, but lack development.

Organization Establishes but fails to maintain a focus on funding for the use of technology. The
paragraphs following the introduction exhibit a logical sequence of ideas, explaining the
decline in leatherback turtle population and efforts to maintain its habitat; however, these
ideas are not clearly linked to the initial focus.

Language Use Uses appropriate language (The causes for the rate of dying leatherback turtles vary), with
some awareness of audience and purpose as demonstrated in the introduction. The
response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence length, making use of simple, complex
and compound sentences, but with uneven success.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting errors in spelling (regaurding and furthur),
punctuation (missing commas), agreement (population … have and fisherman harpoon),
and proofreading (reptites and wail) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat
stronger in language and conventions.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 3 – B  
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Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level  3 – B

[31]

Anchor Level 3-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech (The leather back sea turtle is becoming an

endangered species). The response makes an initial connection between the text and the
assigned task in the introduction (we need more investors and funding to be able to
continue saving anminals), but then concentrates on funding for preserving only the
turtles.

Development Develops ideas briefly to illustrate results of technology (Scott Eckerts helped bring this
about by studing there patterns of laying egg’s and travels) and existing threats (Fisher
men catch them in there fishing nets), although the reference to the number of existing
turtles is incorrect, and the assumption that the turtles have been preserved is unjustified.

Organization Establishes but fails to maintain an appropriate focus on endangered species in general.
The response exhibits a rudimentary structure; however, diverse ideas are contained
within paragraphs disrupting the flow of ideas (David Rosso is uses technology by puting
micro chips in there shoulders to study the migration habits).

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (Technology is … Technology is … Technology has), but with
some awareness of audience and purpose (This is why we need  … your help). The
response exhibits some attempts to vary sentence structure or length for effect, but with
uneven success (Not to mention the boaters that run them over during laying season).

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting errors in spelling (beging, boilogist, presurve,
studing, puting), grammar (is uses and mistakes ... and try), usage (there for ”their”),  and
apostrophe use (egg’s) that occasionally hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.



Part A —

[32]

Anchor Paper – Part A—Level 3 – C   



[33]

Anchor Level 3-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the speech, discussing threats to the survival of the

leatherback turtle. The response makes mostly superficial connections to the task, citing
the need for funding to save the turtles from extinction. Other connections to the task are
unclear (Biologist are making new technology in sea animals if … Committee … would
aid in funding) or unwarranted (research … evaluate which technologic devices are
needed) .

Development Briefly develops the ideas of threats to the turtles and protection of their nesting sites,
using some details from the speech (eggs and turtles are killed for food and Boating and
fishing should be restricted). The response mentions technology, but does not use details
from the speech to elaborate on this idea, other than a reference to the use of the internet
to inform people.

Organization Establishes an appropriate focus on providing funding … in saving endangered animals,
but narrows the focus to concentrate on funding to save leatherback turtles. The response
exhibits a rudimentary structure, but includes numerous inconsistencies, shifting from the
need for technology, to death threats in paragraph 1, and presenting unconnected ideas
in paragraph 2.

Language Use Generally relies on basic vocabulary, with little awareness of audience and purpose
(funding for technology … can cut down … threats). The response occasionally uses
language that is imprecise (death threats such as fishermen) or redundant (main chief and
nesting or nested). The response attempts to vary sentence structure and length with
uneven success.

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (chockes and
speices), comma usage, agreement (turtle chance, Biologist are, snags … and drown,
research … evaluate), and usage (funding assists), that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 2 – A

[34]

Anchor Level 2-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a somewhat confused understanding of the speech, identifying leatherback

turtles as the most Ancient animals, then inaccurately alluding to the species as turtle
back. Connections between the speech and task are unclear (helping give us money to
Buy equipment … to help the turtle back more often).

Development Is largely undeveloped. The response hints at ideas from the speech, using some details
(population dropped to about 2/3 since 1980) but references are frequently vague (to
show where their off to).

Organization Suggests a focus on asking for funding to help the leatherback turtle. However, the single
paragraph, consisting of mostly unconnected ideas, does not present a cohesive
argument.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (since 20,000 year or 100 million years), although
demonstrates some awareness of audience and purpose. The brief response reveals little
awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect.

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting errors in comma usage (resulting in a lengthy
run-on sentence), capitalization (Ancient and Buy), word omission (helping give),
agreement (Since 20,000 year), and usage (their for “they’re”), that make comprehension
difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 2 – B
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[36]

Anchor Level 2-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a confused understanding of the speech, asserting that testing at Playa Grande

prove this statements to be true in reference to the reasons for the population decrease in
the leatherback sea turtle. The response alludes to information from the speech, but
connections to the task are unclear (These reasons why I beleive the society supports
biologists).

Development Is largely undeveloped. The response hints at ideas from the speech (listing resons for the
technology to be important and their is a threat of being extinction), but references to the
text are frequently vague or incomplete (Another sourse of technology is the internet and
Research help biologist know more).

Organization Suggests a focus on persuading the committee to provide funding for technology to save
endangered animals, and suggests some organization, moving from purpose, to dangers
faced by turtles, and then returning to the need for funding. However, details are
frequently out of sequence, disrupting the logical flow of ideas.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (chips implated on there shoulder and we needs to do
stuff). The response demonstrates some awareness of sentence structure, however, errors
in syntax undermine coherence (Because fisherman … which chocks them).

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (esay, endagered,
aminals, resons, chocks, Buy for “by”, their for “there”) pronoun reference, agreement
(this statements and we needs), and word omissions that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 2 – C
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[38]

Anchor Level 2-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a confused understanding of the text (Scienist use … micochip to fid the turtles).

The response alludes to information from Peter Tyson’s speech, but some connections to
the task are unclear (This letter showed me) and unwarranted (Your Science treach has
ask studend).

Development Is incomplete, hinting at ideas of using technology to protect leatherback turtles, but
references to the text are vague, as in the description of Playa Grande, and the brief
mentioning of the age of the leatherback turtles.

Organization Suggests a focus on the use of technology in saving of endangered animals, but fails to
maintain it. The response lacks organization, first addressing the Research an Exploration
Committee and then re-stating the situation in paragraph 1. Although paragraph 2
demonstrates a sequencing of ideas that is somewhat logical, the final paragraph of the
response lacks both coherence and organization.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (they with not with not be around). The response reveals
little awareness of sentence structure and contains several run-ons.

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (sciencist, safing,
cumupter,internt, mesure, there for “their”), grammar (has ask and I listen) and
punctuation, that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 1 – A

[39]

Anchor Level 1-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Provides minimal evidence of textual understanding (trutlle is in danger). The response

makes little connection between the speech and task (we need to help the sientis).
Development Is minimal, with no evidence of development beyond a few confusing references to the

speech (We can buy a machings or use the innernet to show what thay are).
Organization Suggests a focus on saving the turtle but lacks organization. The response consists mostly

of brief unconnected statements, although some structure is suggested by the first and last
sentences.

Language Use Is minimal, using language that is often incoherent (we need sientis to put chip to save
the turtle sholders and who they can help the trutle to live).

Conventions Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable. The response exhibits
numerous errors in spelling, grammar, and usage.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization.



Part  A — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part A—Level 1 – B

[40]

Anchor Level 1-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Provides no evidence of textual understanding. The response asks the committee to

provide funding for endangered animals, however the single reference to turdels is
unclear.

Development Is minimal. The response demonstrates no evidence of developing ideas from the speech,
but relies mostly on  one confusing sentence about the causes of extinction of the
dinosaur.

Organization Shows no focus beyond the initial sentence. The response, which consists of three
unrelated sentences, shows no evidence of organization.

Language Use Is minimal. The response uses language that is frequently incoherent (became extincked
for use up land and they people took trees to build hotels and hoses).

Conventions Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable. The response exhibits frequent
errors in spelling, punctuation (causing a lengthy run-on sentence), grammar, and usage.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1 in all qualities.



Part  A — Practice Paper – APart  A - Practice Paper -  A  
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Part  A — Practice Paper – APart  A - Practice Paper - A
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Part  A — Practice Paper – APart  A - Practice Paper B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – APart  A - Practice Paper B
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Part  A — Practice Paper – C
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Part  A — Practice Paper – C
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Part  A — Practice Paper – D
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Part  A — Practice Paper – D
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Part  A — Practice Paper – E

[49]



[50]

Practice Paper A–Score Level 5
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
weaker in development.

Practice Paper B–Score Level 4   
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.

Practice Paper C–Score Level 4
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat
weaker in meaning and language.

Practice Paper D–Score Level 3
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it somewhat
weaker in language.

Practice Paper E–Score Level 2
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.





Part  B — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part B—Level 6 – A
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Part  B — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part B—Level 6 – A
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Part  B — Practice Paper – AAnchor Paper – Part B—Level 6 – A
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[55]

Anchor Level 6-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Reveals an in-depth analysis of the documents, using ideas about laws, work

environment, job types, and training to draw the conclusion that employers can take
measures to prevent injury to their young workers. Despite the misstatement that older
teens’ injuries are far fewer than adults, the response makes insightful connections
between the documents and the task through the use of summarizing statements (If
workers had training in how to lift heavy objects and how to avoid spills, they could
prevent many injuries). The response also shows sophisticated interpretation of the table
by explaining that the increased likelihood of injury is inherent in the typical workplaces
of teens (These are places where people are likely to be lifting heavy trays, boxes, and
equipment).

Development Fully develops the possible causes of teen injuries at work, using specific and relevant
details from the text (Adolescents generally work in low-level jobs that offer little in the
way of benefits, promotion, or skill-building) and the table (In New York, for example,
34% of the injuries took place in “eating and drinking places,” and 32% of the injuries
took place in “grocery stores”). The response also synthesizes the documents’ information
to propose employer prevention measures such as providing appropriate supervision for
all young workers, training in the safe use of equipment, and procedures that will prevent
accidents such as falls.

Organization Maintains a clear focus on factors affecting teen injury rates. The logical sequencing of
ideas, from the high rate of injury to detailed explanations of key factors to suggestions
for promotion, is subtle and sophisticated. Coherence is achieved through the subtle use
of not only transitional words (Furthermore and These same characteristics), but also
complete transitional sentences connecting paragraphs (Authorities aren’t sure, but it’s
likely that the sharp Federal limits placed on workers under 16 ... result in less exposure
to dangerous situations).

Language Use Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (That revelation
makes sense, making floors treacherous, What’s going on here?). The response uses
effective sentence structure to enhance meaning (Clearly, all of these situations are
dangerous; some of them are illegal) and to demonstrate awareness of purpose (Although
teenagers are reliable and eager workers, they are still inexperienced and need
guidance). The imprecise use of siblings and the ending of a sentence with prepared for
do not detract from the overall sophistication of language use.

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors, correctly using
pronouns (for whom), a semi-colon, and a dash.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 6-B 
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Reveals an in-depth analysis of the documents by discussing work-related injuries,

reasons for  the high rates of injuries and things employers can do to help make sure no
injuries occur. The response makes insightful connections by relating the types of injuries
detailed in the table to consequences, then calling for the reader to do everything you
can to prevent that from happening.

Development Develops ideas fully and clearly, using relevant details from the chart regarding types of
injuries, and where they commonly occur as well as specific details from the text
regarding child labor laws, risk factors, and preventive measures employers can take.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on why and how to prevent teen work-related
injuries. The response exhibits logical structure and coherence through skillful use of
transitions (In the worst cases, Such was the case, Furthermore) and clear topic sentences
(Dangerous situations are not the only problem).

Language Use Uses appropriate language that is fluent (injuries often land the teen in the emergency
room). Varied sentence structures are used effectively. For example, a rhetorical question
about the purpose of child labor laws introduces a discussion of specific violations.

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions.

Conclusion:   Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 6, although it is somewhat
weaker in language.
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Anchor Level 5-A                  
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a thorough understanding of the documents and the task by discussing

conditions that lead to workplace injuries to teenagers and the steps that employers
should take to address them.

Development D evelops key id eas fr om  the text clear l y and consis tently, com b ining statis tics fr om  th e tabl e
w it h details ab out th e kind  of jo bs teenager s  tend to hol d (Ind ustr ies ... char acter ized by
cer tain qualiti es …  wh ich r aise th e r isk for  adolescent in jur y) and inf or m ati on abo ut pr o blem s
on the wo r k sit e (Inadequet e su per vis ion, lack of safety or  heal th tr aining, in appr op r iate job
ass ignm en ts).

Organization Maintains a clear focus on workplace injuries to adolescents and possible preventative
efforts by employers. The response has a logical structure, with each of its two parts
describing one category of qualities or events that lead to injuries and then suggesting
possible remedies by employers. Coherence is achieved by skillful use of transitions
within paragraphs (However, for example, Finally) and between them (One very general
factor, The second general factor, Although).

Language Use Uses language that is generally fluent (Whether at a restaurant, grocery store, hotel,
hospital or department store, working teens are seen in many occupations), although
occasionally colloquial (careful not to mess up). Sentence structure and length are varied,
not always with complete success, but sometimes effectively combining ideas (Teen
workers are known to be at a higher risk of workplace injury than adults—injuries which
can cause missed school in addition to missed work).

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions with very few errors. The response correctly
uses a semicolon and a dash.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization and conventions.
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Anchor Level 5-B                           
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a thorough understanding of the documents by concisely discussing the

preponderance of teen work-related injuries and specific solutions to the problem. The
response clearly connects the information regarding work environment (This carelessness
on the part of the supervisor) to suggestions for improved safety (a “surprise” inspection).

Development Clearly develops key ideas, using specific and relevant details from the text and table
about teen work injuries (a 16-year-old cook  in a fast food restaurant got second and
third degree burns) and ways to prevent them (the implementation of inspections to make
sure no child labor laws are being violated).

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on proposing ways to prevent occupational
hazards. The response outlines two solutions which are then developed in that order with
logical movement from one point to the next (Also, if there is a violation of the child
labor laws, the penalty should be more severe). Coherence is achieved through the
skillful use of transitions within paragraphs (Such was the case and Another step) and
between them (An additional solution).

Language Use Uses language that is fluent and original (victims of on-the-job injuries) but not
sophisticated (Supervisors often leave their young, unexperienced employees alone). The
response consistently uses sentence length variety and parallel structure effectively
(wherein they are educated …  are taught …  are informed).

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions with only occasional errors in agreement (The
solution to these problems are simple) and spelling (cleaniness).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization.
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Anchor Level 5-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a thorough understanding of the documents by discussing the causes of teen

work-related injuries and asserting that employers should help to reduce these injuries by
giving teen employees less responsibilities, better job training, improved supervision, and
fewer hours. The response explicitly connects statistics in the documents to the necessity
for employers to be willing to eliminate the causes of injuries by relating the statistics to a
teen’s pain and misfortune.

Development Clearly develops key ideas, using supportive statistics from both the text (quoting the
occupational injury rate for teens) and from the table (New York has the highest
estimated frequency). The response offers relevant suggestions for reduction of injury
(better job training  and cut their shifts down) and explanations of benefits (Less hours
amount to less exhaustion).

Organization Maintains an appropriate focus on what employers can do to help reduce on-job injuries
for adolescents. The response begins by showing the seriousness of the problem, then
lists possible actions by employers. Ideas are linked by transitional words and phrases
(For example, Also reported, Thus, Likewise, In addition to).

Language Use Uses appropriate language (no one that young should have to work alone late at night),
although attempts at sophisticated vocabulary sometimes result in imprecision (ardent
pain and profound training) or ineffective hyperbole (harshly horrifying, icy facts,…
chilling reality). Sentences are sometimes used effectively (Everyone needs money and
makes sacrifices in order to obtain it).

Conventions Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in usage (Less
hours) and grammar, but also using semicolons correctly.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
weaker in language.
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Anchor Level 4-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the documents in a discussion of workplace injuries

incurred by adolescents. The response links information from the text and the table by
using details from the text as examples of accidents occurring in the workplaces listed in
the table, connecting this material to the task by listing changes in the work environment
that would help reduce injuries. However, the response does not specify that the
employer is the person to make the changes.

Development Develops some ideas more fully than others. The description of possible accidents
includes items from the table and specific details from the text, but the discussion of the
consequences of accidents cites only missed days of school. The paragraph on preventive
measures expands on the need for adequate health and safety training and limiting the
number of hours teenagers work, but only touches on child labor laws; it does not refer
to other important changes such as increased supervision and care in switching job
assignments.

Organization Maintains a clear focus on the need to reduce hazardous working conditions for
teenagers, although the response does not state clearly who should be responsible for the
needed stronger  measures. The first section of the response covers the number and
nature of the on-job injuries; the second describes some steps that can be taken to help
prevent them.

Language Use Uses language that is generally appropriate. Sentence length varies as does sentence
quality. Sentences range from being relatively ineffective (It is essential for the employee
to be aware of his or her surroundings, and the dangers of what they are working with) to
being precise and effective (With less time on the job they’ll have less exposure to these
dangerous situations).

Conventions Demonstrates partial control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling
(occured), grammar, and comma usage that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 4-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the text by discussing the risk factors leading to injury

and methods of prevention. The response makes implicit connections between the
documents and the task by quoting and paraphrasing information that supports the
position that something must be done to prevent adolescents from being injured or hurt
“on the job.”

Development Develops some ideas (the need for safety training) more fully than others (fatigue as a
factor). Specific details (50% used case cutters and 54% had no saftey training), although
relevant, are not elaborated. A brief reference to the table adequately connects lifting,
being around hot grease or machinery to potential causes of injury.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on work dangers and prevention methods
through the use of transitions (Regardless of the reasons) and topic sentences (Adult
supervision must be present also). There is a logical sequence of ideas, moving from risk
factors to prevention measures (restrictions on young people’s use of materials), although
inconsistencies occur. For example, the phrase as I before mentioned is inaccurate
inasmuch as fatigue has not been previously mentioned as a factor.

Language Use Uses appropriate language with an awareness of purpose (Job skills training, heath and
saftey training are a must). Sentences vary somewhat in structure, but are sometimes
ineffective due to imprecision in word choice (Methods must be enacted and Employers
should void the working hours) and placement (Another perhaps effective method).

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional spelling errors (heath, inmaturely,
adolescences) and the consistent misspelling sa f t ey, none of which hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 4-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the documents by discussing why it would have been

better if you had laced up your cleats than made change at a local McDonald’s due to
the frequency of injuries in the most common places of teen employment. The response
makes implicit connections (There can be no one solution) between causes of injuries
(improper training and supervision) and suggestions to increase safety (demand more
reasonable hours & the proper training).

Development Develops ideas briefly, using some details about jobs that tend to have some of the
highest injury rates and that much of this is actually brought on by the employer. The
response alludes to information from the table (In NY alone, 32% of them occur in
grocery stores) which is then not elaborated. A statement about laziness as a cause of
injuries is unsupported by evidence from either document.

Organization Generally maintains a clear focus on teen injuries in the workplace, although the sports
comparison is not maintained. The response is logically sequenced with an introduction
comparing sports to jobs followed by an explanation of the problem and
recommendations for increasing  safety.

Language Use Uses appropriate language with some awareness of audience (We hold the power) and
purpose (Teen Injuries: In the Workplace?). Sentence structures vary. Questions (But why
is this happening?) are followed by somewhat successful longer sentences (If the
employee does not provide the proper training, ... it may prove harmful, or even fatal, to
the unsuspecting teen) though the first sentence of the second paragraph is notably
unsuccessful.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional omissions (injur and such [as] grocery
stores) and errors in grammar (a teenager ... their parents) and punctuation (Teen’s) and
the consistent misuse of the ampersand that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat
weaker in development.
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Anchor Level 3-A                                    
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the text, but misinterprets the table (And in the 34%,

15% of the injuries occures with a teen worker caught in or compressed by equipment).
The discussion of teen injury, although brief, uses the inaccurate interpretation of
material in an effort to connect to the task. There are clear and original suggestions for
injury prevention including owner should evalueate the worker and give them a job they
can do properly and  Machinery should be safety approved.

Development Develops ideas briefly using some details (number of injured teens in NY) from the
documents. The response discusses teen injury occurrences (although the statistics are
inaccurate) and lists several injury prevention suggestions (teenagers should recieve
better training and more of it.)  Little detailed explanation is provided to support these
suggestions.

Organization Establishes an appropriate focus on teen injury and prevention but digresses into motives
for teen employment. The rudimentary structure does refocus on the task by putting key
ideas (injuries and suggestions for improvement) in separate paragraphs with the thesis
(ways to prevent injuries) reiterated in the conclusion. There are some irrelevancies (In
New York where I am from).

Language Use Uses appropriate language with evident awareness or purpose (Even though injuries will
occur in the work place, their are way to prevent some injuries), but less awareness of
audience, (I just hope business owners and managers will read my article). Sentence
structures are occasionally effective.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting errors in spelling (resturants and recieve) and the
use of homophones (your for “you’re” and their for “there”) and haphazard
capitalization, none of which hinders comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat
stronger in language use and conventions.
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Anchor Level 3-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the text, but makes no mention of the table. The

response makes explicit connections between information in the text and the assigned
task, suggesting ways in which employers can avoid these mishaps.

Development Develops some ideas more fully than others. Although the response uses details from the
text concerning training, supervision, and scheduling, it does not use information from
the table concerning types of injuries and workplaces where they occur.

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the causes of workplace injuries and how
employers can help prevent them. Ideas follow a logical sequence: the statement of each
cause is followed by a brief discussion and then by a recommendation.

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary. Sentence structure varies somewhat, but with uneven success
(Before employing young workers companies should go through and train them so they
will know how to do their job and in turn decrease injuries). The response relies heavily
on language copied from the text.

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation and spelling
(likiness and likihood) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Although the response fits the criteria for Levels 3 and 4, it remains at Level 3
because it addresses only one document.
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Anchor Level 3-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a basic understanding of the text and task, discussing causes of injuries and

ways employers can help reduce the amount of injuries. The response makes only
superficial connections between the text and the task (All factors should be put into
concideration when requrring a safe work place). There is no reference to the table.

Development Develops ideas briefly, using details from the text about teens...getting more hazardous
jobs...working longer hours with less supervision and with safety training injuries might
be reduced. The idea of an improved requirement for job opportunities remains
undeveloped.

Organization Establishes but fails to maintain a focus on teenagers’ work-related injuries. The response
exhibits a rudimentary structure, listing injuries, causes, and employers’ assistance.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (injuries are due because of, little benefits, Jobs that are
related to teens) and shows little awareness of audience. Sentences are often ineffective
(Young workers are getting alot of jobs requires little on-the job training).

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (alot, proform,
motourity, their for “there”), capitalization, and punctuation.

Conclusion: Overall the response best fits criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat
weaker in language use and conventions.
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Anchor Level 2-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a confused understanding of the text, stating teenagers are injured working in

the kitchen, from serious burns, cuts and slip and fall, but making no reference to the
table and omitting key ideas (contributing factors and statistics).

Development Is incomplete, hinting at ideas about restrictions on inexperienced employees, safety
training and limiting the member of hours teens under 18 should work. The response
does not address information in the table.

Organization Establishes an appropriate focus on the causes and possible corrective action for work-
related injuries of teens, but provides insufficient evidence to maintain this focus. The
response exhibits a rudimentary structure beginning with a statement of purpose, then
giving one example of injury, and providing a few possible solutions.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (Young workers, who faced hazard on the job has a
greater risk in balancing up with school and job) and reveals no awareness of audience.
The response relies on language copied from “The Situation”.

Conventions Exhibits occasional errors (workers …  has) that do not hinder comprehension. However,
the response provides an unreliable assessment of conventions as it presents minimal
original language.

Conclusion:  Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization and weaker in language use and conventions.
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Anchor Level 2-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a confused understanding of the documents. The response relates some teen

injury information (quoting the injury rate statistics), but makes no recommendation for
injury prevention and does not allude to the table.

Development Is largely undeveloped, hinting at reasons for higher teen injury rates, but failing to
elaborate on them.

Organization Suggests a focus on teen work-related injuries. The response lacks organization since
most of the sentences, although related to the main concept of injuries, are random text
selections with no connections. An apparent transitional phrase (Another reason) does
not function as a transition in context.

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise. Sentences are often flawed (Many injuries that take
place in a large amount of children are mostly the employments of hospitals, grocery
stores, and nursing homes). The response relies heavily on language copied from the text.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (occured) and usage
(less working hours) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion:  Overall, the response best fits criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat
stronger in conventions.
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Anchor Level 2-C
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Conveys a confused understanding of the documents. The response alludes to child labor

laws, but errs in asserting that older adolescents have less exposure to hazardous
situations than younger adolescents. The response accurately interprets falling as the
most frequent event, but omits key ideas and makes no specific suggestions to reduce
injuries.

Development Is largely undeveloped. References to the documents are often irrelevant, such as an
unacknowledged quotation (considered essential component of comprehensive
occupational and health-and-safety programs) offered as a way to reduce the work
related injuries.

Organization Suggests a focus on ways to reduce teenagers’ workplace injuries, but lacks organization.
For example, an observation about the frequency of falls is followed by, but not logically
connected to, a sentence about undefined work structures and on-the-job training.

Language Use Uses language that is often imprecise (They had programs how to reduce the injuries and
illnesses to help inexperienced adolscents) or copied from the text.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (employer’s can
help) and spelling (adolscents  and injuried) that do not significantly hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat
stronger in conventions.
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Anchor Level 1-A
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Provides minimal evidence of understanding consisting of a personal response without

reference to the documents. Although the response asserts that Everyday more and more
teenager’s get injured, no connection is made between this statement and the documents.

Development Is largely undeveloped. Suggestions for preventive measures are illogical (fire every
teenager) or vague (Everyone must get involved). There are no references to the text or
the table.

Organization Lacks an appropriate focus but suggests some organization by stating teenager work
injures are a big problem in society today, then offering things people can do and finally
calling for people to join in and do thier part.

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (big problem and get hired) with little awareness of audience.
Sentence structures vary with uneven success.

Conventions Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting errors in spelling (thier and injures for “injuries”)
and punctuation (more teenager’s) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion:  Although the response fits the criteria for Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, it remains at
Level 1 because it makes no reference to the documents.
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Anchor Level 1-B
Quality Commentary

The response:
Meaning Provides minimal evidence of understanding of the text and makes no reference to the

table. The task is acknowledged but not addressed.
Development Is minimal, consisting of a repetition of “The Situation” and a single short paragraph

concerning teenagers’ work-related injuries.
Organization Suggests a focus on teenagers’ work-related injuries but provides too little development

to sustain this idea. Suggests some organization, following a general statement about
many teenager who got injure with a specific reference to a 16-year-old crew cook.
Sentences copied from the text are presented in an order different from the order in the
original.

Language Use Is minimal and relies largely on language copied from the text and “The Situation”.

Conventions Is minimal, providing too little original work to make assessment reliable.

Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 1, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization.
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Practice Paper A-Score Level 5
Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat
stronger in development.

Practice Paper B-Score Level 4
Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities

Practice Paper C-Score Level 3
Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.

Practice Paper D-Score Level 2
Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.

Practice Paper E-Score Level 3
Conclusion:  Overall the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat
stronger in organization and conventions.


